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aquaglobal have been providing solutions

to the financial industry since 1983 and

supporting ERI Bancaire’s Olympic 

Banking System customers since 2002

via the e2gen product portfolio. 



Message 
Type

Provides 
management 
for payments, 
treasury, 
securities and 
statements.

Middleware

Layer that 
allows 
integration 
between 
Olympic, other 
systems & 
external 
messaging 
services.

Core 
System

We’ve been 
implemented 
into Olympic 
for over 15 
years.

Trading 
System

Data feeds 
between front 
end trading 
systems and 
Olympic.

External 
System

A gateway to 
external 
services such 
as SWIFT, local 
clearing, R2GS 
and e2gen.

Message Management (MM)
MM is a middleware layer that enables system integration between OLYMPIC, 
other systems and external messaging services.
MM communicates with either proprietary or industry standard services such 
as: SWIFT FIN, SWIFT MX and SEPA.



Automated message 

routing, processing and printing

Full audit trails

Configurable release processing

Comprehensive user security controls

Production of messages 

from templates

Powerful search facilities Internal and External 

query and answer management

Exceptions processing and alerting

Initiation of bespoke 

user prcesses for messages

Workflow processing

MM Features the following:



Automation is provided without any 

customisation to the Olympic Banking

programs and is achieved through the use of 

triggers and the e2gen adapter programs. 



Outward Message Production
e2gen automatically produces the following typical messages based on 
Olympic trades as they are being input ‘controlled’ or subsequently ‘cancelled’.

FX & Money 
Market

MT300, MT320
+ Related 
payment 
messages as 
left

Corporate 
Actions

MT546, MT566

Securities 
Trades & 
Orders
MT502, MT509, 
MT515, MT540,
MT541, MT542, 
MT543, MT544, 
MT545, MT546,
MT547

Holdings 
Reportings

MT535, MT536

Balance 
Reportings

MT940, MT941, 
MT942, MT950

Payments

MT103, MT103+, 
MT192, MT200,
MT202, MT202-
COV,
MT292, SEPA CT



Inward Straight Through Processing 
(STP)

e2gen provides STP for inward messages by triggering automated workflow 
processes.

During processing, messages are translated into a standard XML structure. 
Business processing rules determine the business context and then validate 
the message data against the data held in the Olympic Banking System
 (e.g. account number and broker code etc).

STP processing issues native calls to the Olympic Banking System API’s that 
will book, cancel or update transaction. Posting events are monitored and can 
also be controlled by e2gen. Workflow processes  can be configured to 
monitor exceptions, send alerts and resume processing based on when certain 
automated or user initiated events occur.



If you would like to arrange an obligation free consultation or for further information 
please contact aquaglobal on:

+44(0)20 8544 3200 or e-mail info@aqua-global-solutions.com
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e2gen Business Modules
e2gen provides the following business modules for OLYMPIC banking system users:

Automated charging & advices

Inward STP Processing

Accounting Interface

Holdings Reportings

Cash & Liquidity Management

Asset Transfers

Securities Message Management

Treasury Message Matching

Sanctions Monitoring

Outward Message Production

Securities Reconciliations

Account Reconciliations

Balance Reporting


